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Global Warning! 
 

As outlined by US markets, the financial mania has likely completed. September could 

reverse the action from bull to bear. As we have been reviewing it, the fall liquidity 

crisis could become serious enough to prompt a serious re-assessment of the 

competence of intrusive central banking. 

Our Springboard Buy model provided a “Buy” on November 3rd, just ahead of the US 

election with its potential for a pro-business administration. Because it was so 

explainable, we called the rally “Rational Exuberance”. April’s “Dip” also registered a 

Springboard Buy from which we called for a speculative surge into “around June”. New 

York could clock a “final thrust” into September, which would be helped by firming 

prices for industrial commodities “through August”. 

Outstanding technical readings, comparable to 2007 and 2000, have been accomplished.  

With the June excesses, we modified out stance to just “Exuberance”, which in early 

August became “Understandably Bullish”. Two weeks ago, this was dropped and 

replaced with “Cautiously Pessimistic”. The latter was ironical while outlining the 

probability of another liquidity crisis. 

The key to the end of each great bubble has been the reversal in credit markets during 

the summer.  

Credit spreads accomplished the First Breakout to widening in early July and the 

Second Breakout recently. The yield curve reversing to steepening would complete the 

transition to adverse credit conditions. 

In 2007, Banks (BKX) set the high before the senior indexes and became a leading 

indicator. The key was taking out the 20-Week ema, which was in the middle of July. 

On this year’s peak, this occurred on September 1st. 
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As with the 2007 top, there has been a momentum high followed by a test at a lower 

level.  Note that the 20-Week exponential moving average (blue line) has been taken 

out. After the failed test of the high. 

 

 
 

In both instances, we are using the BKX as a leading indicator. On the nearer-term, 

banks as well as the senior indexes could enjoy a brief rally. 

The following charts show the rise in short-dated rates in the 1873, 1929 and 2017 

Bubbles. In each case, rates reversed to declining in the May to July window. Declining 

rates indicated the boom was over. 

A “Global Warning” was published on October 16, 2007. 
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Call Money Rates: 1873 Bubble 

 

 
 

 With the mania, rates increased until June 1873. 

 The decline anticipated the liquidity crisis that finally cleared in November. 

 

 

 

Call Money Rates: 1929 Bubble 
 

 
 

 With the mania, rates increased to a peak in May 1929. 

 The decline anticipated the liquidity crisis that finally cleared in November. 
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Three-Month Treasury Bill Rate: 2017 Bubble 
 

 
 

 On the increase to 1.18% in July the action registered a significant overbought. 

 The peak in July fits the seasonal requirement. 

 In the 1870s and 1920s, Call Money was the key short term rate. 

 Nowadays, it is the Bill Rate.  

 The establishment dwells upon the Fed Rate, which follows key changes in   

market rates of interest. 
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